REPORT OF INVENTION TEMPLATE

The following is the information included and required to complete a Report of Invention at Johns Hopkins University. This document is only a template. Please do not use this document to complete a Report of Invention.

INVENTION INFORMATION
- Invention ID
- Title
- Submitted by
- Stage
- Type
- Updated Date
- Status

INVENTION DISCLOSURE
- Provide a detailed description of the technology and what it does.
  - If necessary, upload any supporting information in the DOCUMENTS section.
- Have you previously disclosed or do you plan to disclose this invention to a third party?
- Provide the PI's name and primary department.
- If different than above, which inventor should be the main contact person for this invention?
- Was this invention or material developed within a specific JHU center or institute?
  - If yes, provide the name.

BIOLOGICAL MATERIAL
- Does this invention include biological material?

SOFTWARE
- Does this disclosed technology contain any software?

SPONSORSHIP
- Was any form of sponsorship or funding used in the development of this technology?
  - If "Yes", select the name of the funding institution and provide the grant or contract number in the Funding Section below.

FUNDING
- Grant / Contract Number
- Title
- Granted Date
- Funding Institution Investigator
COMMERCIALIZATION

– What problem does this invention solve? What product do you envision this Invention being developed into?
– What is the size of the unmet need?
– Is this a marginal or ground-breaking improvement to current technology? What makes this Invention unique vs other available products?
– What type of company might license this technology?
  o Name any specific target companies
  o i.e. Diagnostic, Therapeutic, Research tool, Medical device
– Who would be the end-user of a product using this invention?
– How much funding has been invested in the invention to-date?
– What is the current stage of development and what further work is required, if any, to make this technology a candidate for commercialization or corporate partnership?

CONTACT INFORMATION & DOCUMENT UPLOAD

INVENTORS

– Name – Email – Significance
– Contribution – Working for Company – Working for Department

DOCUMENTS

– File Name – Created By – Date Created

REMARKS

– From – Comments – Date Added

JHU INVENTOR CERTIFICATION AND ASSIGNMENT

Inventors are asked a series of questions to certify that all of the information in the Report of Invention is true and that they are adhering to The Johns Hopkins University Intellectual Property Policy. Lead inventor and witness signatures are required.